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Abstract
This essay recounts the story of the quest for equational axiomatizations of parallel composition operators in process description languages, and of similar results in the classic field
of formal language theory. Some of the outstanding open problems are also mentioned.
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The Story So Far

Since they are designed to allow for the description and analysis of systems of interacting processes, all process description languages contain some form of parallel
composition operator (also known as merge) allowing one to put two process terms
in parallel with one another. These operators usually interleave the behaviours of
their arguments, and allow for some form of synchronization between them. For
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example, Milner’s CCS offers the binary operator |, whose intended semantics is
described by the following classic rules in Plotkin-style [20]:
x → x0

µ

y → y0

µ

x → x0 , y → y 0

µ

x | y → x | y0

µ

x | y → x0 | y 0

x | y → x0 | y

α

ᾱ

τ

(1)

Although the above rules describe the behaviour of the parallel composition operator in very intuitive fashion, the equational characterization of this operator is
not straightforward. In their seminal paper [14], Hennessy and Milner offered,
amongst a wealth of other classic results, a complete equational axiomatization of
bisimulation equivalence [19] over the recursion free fragment of CCS. The axiomatization proposed by Hennessy and Milner dealt with parallel composition using
the so-called expansion law—a law that, intuitively, allows one to obtain a term describing the initial transitions of the parallel composition of two terms whose initial
transitions are known. This law can be expressed as the following equation schema
X
i∈I

 X
 X
X
µi x i |
γj yj =
µi (xi | y) +
γj (x | yj ) +
j∈J

i∈I

j∈J

X

τ (xi | yj )

i∈I,j∈J,µi =γj

(where I and J are two finite index sets, and the µi and γj are actions), and is
nothing but an equational formulation of the aforementioned rules describing the
operational semantics of parallel composition.
Despite its natural and simple formulation, the expansion law, however, is an
equation schema with a countably infinite number of instances. This raised the
question of whether the parallel composition operator could be axiomatized in
bisimulation semantics by means of a finite collection of equations. This question
was answered positively by Bergstra and Klop, who gave in [3] a finite equational
axiomatization of the merge operator in terms of the auxiliary left merge and communication merge operators. Moller showed in [17,18] that strong bisimulation
equivalence is not finitely based over CCS and PA without the left merge operator. (The process algebra PA [3] contains a parallel composition operator based on
pure interleaving without communication—viz. an operator described by the first
two rules in (1)—and the left merge operator.) Thus auxiliary operators are indeed
necessary to obtain a finite axiomatization of parallel composition.
In the arguably less well known paper [13], Hennessy proposed an axiomatization of observation congruence [14] over a CCS-like recursion free process language. That axiomatization used an auxiliary operator, denoted |/ by Hennessy, that
is essentially a combination of the left and communication merge operators as its
behaviour is described by the first and the last rule in (1). The proposed axiomatization of observation congruence offered in op. cit. is infinite, as it used a variant
of the expansion theorem from [14]. This led Bergstra and Klop to write in [3,
page 118] that:
“It seems that γ does not have a finite equational axiomatization.”
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(In op. cit. Bergstra and Klop used γ to denote Hennessy’s merge.) That conjecture
of Bergstra and Klop’s has been confirmed by Ingolfsdottir, Luttik and us in [2] by
showing that, in the presence of two distinct complementary actions, it is impossible to provide a finite axiomatization of the recursion free fragment of CCS modulo
bisimulation using Hennessy’s merge operator |/ . We believe that this result further
reinforces the status of the left merge and the communication merge operators as
auxiliary operators in the finite equational characterization of parallel composition
in bisimulation semantics.

2

The Future

A possible, albeit very biased, way of trying to predict the future developments
along the line of research surveyed above is to state some of the problems we are
currently trying to solve.
Open Problem 1 We believe that a natural question to ask at this point is whether
there is a single binary operator that preserves bisimulation equivalence, and whose
addition to the recursion free fragment of CCS allows for the finite equational axiomatization of parallel composition—see [1, Problem 8]. We conjecture that no
such operator exists, and that the use of two auxiliary operators is therefore necessary to achieve a finite axiomatization of parallel composition in bisimulation semantics. This result would offer the definitive justification we seek for the canonical
standing of the operators proposed by Bergstra and Klop. Work on the confirmation
of some form of this conjecture is under way, and we hope to report on it elsewhere
in the near future. At this moment, it is not even clear to us how the general form
of this conjecture could be established. How does one show that no single binary
operation can be used to give a finite axiomatization of parallel composition in
bisimulation semantics? Most likely there are powerful results from universal algebra and equational logic that are unknown to us and could be brought to bear on
this line of work, but several literature reviews and enquiries to universal algebra
mailing lists have not unearthed any answer yet.
The positive results mentioned in the previous section all deal with axiom systems that are complete when restricted to terms that contain no occurrences of
variables. Much less is known regarding equational axiomatizations of behavioural
equivalence over process languages with parallel composition operators that are ωcomplete. Early ω-complete axiomatizations are offered in [12,16]. More recently,
Fokkink and Luttik have shown in [10] that the process algebra PA [3] affords an
ω-complete axiomatization that is finite if the underlying set of actions is finite.
Open Problem 2 Find ω-complete axiomatizations for bisimilarity over process
algebras involving parallel composition with synchronization, e.g., for ACP.
The negative results mentioned in Sect. 1 have all been established in the setting
of strong bisimulation semantics. Perhaps surprisingly, much less is known in the
setting of congruences that abstract from internal steps in process behaviours. For
example, is observation congruence finitely axiomatizable over the recursion free
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fragment of CCS? The answer is, of course, negative, but we are still missing a
proof of this fact! This leads us to state:
Open Problem 3 Prove that observation congruence has no finite equational axiomatization over the recursion, relabelling and restriction free version of CCS.
Indeed, as conjectured by van Glabbeek in a recent posting on the Concurrency
Mailing list, this may hold in a much stronger form. Namely, one might attempt to
prove that this negative result holds true for all extensions of that language with any
finite collection of GSOS operations. (Note that, in the setting of observation congruence, the operational semantics of the left and communication merge operators
uses look-ahead. Therefore these two operators are not GSOS operations.)
Many open problems still remain, specifically in the search for ω-complete axiomatizations for rich process description languages, but the margins of this paper are
too small to list them all.

3

The Heritage of Formal Language Theory

Parallel composition appears as the shuffle operator in the time-honoured theory of
formal languages. Not surprisingly, the equational theory of shuffle has received
considerable attention in the literature. Here we limit ourselves to mentioning some
results that have a special relationship with process theory.
In [22], Tschantz offered a finite equational axiomatization of the theory of languages over concatenation and shuffle, solving an open problem raised by Pratt. In
proving this result he essentially rediscovered the concept of pomset [21]—a model
of concurrency based on partial orders whose algebraic aspects have been investigated by Gischer in [11]—and proved that the equational theory of series-parallel
pomsets coincides with that of languages over concatenation and shuffle. The argument adopted by Tschantz was based on the observation that series-parallel pomsets may be coded by a suitable homomorphism into languages, where the series
and parallel composition operators on pomsets are modelled by the concatenation
and shuffle operators on languages. Tschantz’s technique of coding pomsets with
languages homomorphically was further extended in the papers [5,7] to deal with
several other operators, infinite pomsets and infinitary languages, and sets of pomsets. The axiomatizations by Gischer and Tschantz have later been extended in [9]
to a two-sorted language with ω powers of the concatenation and parallel composition operators. The axiomatization of the algebra of pomsets resulting from the
addition of these iteration operators is, however, necessarily infinite because, as
shown in op. cit. no finite collection of equations can capture all the sound equalities involving them.
The results of Moller’s on the non-finite axiomatizability of bisimulation equivalence over the recursion free fragment of CCS and PA without the left merge operator given in [17,18] are paralleled in the world of formal language theory by
those offered in [4,6,8]. In the first of those references, Bloom and Ésik proved that
the valid inequations in the algebra of languages equipped with concatenation and
4
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shuffle have no finite basis. Ésik and Bertol showed in [8] that the equational theory
of union, concatenation and shuffle over languages has no finite first-order axiomatization relative to the collection of all valid inequations that hold for concatenation
and shuffle. Hence the combination of some form of parallel composition, sequencing and choice is hard to characterize equationally both in the theory of languages
and in that of processes. Moreover, Bloom and Ésik have shown in [6] that the variety of all languages over a finite alphabet ordered by inclusion with the operators
of concatenation and shuffle, and a constant denoting the singleton language containing only the empty word is not finitely axiomatizable by first-order sentences
that are valid in the equational theory of languages over concatenation, union and
shuffle.
Establishing results of comparable elegance and strength in the setting of concurrency theory will be a challenge that we hope some members of our research
community will meet.
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